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How To Make Love All Night (and
Drive A Woman Wild)

According to Dr. Barbara Keesling, who spent ten years as a sex therapist, any man can master the
simple techniques presented in HOW TO MAKE LOVE ALL NIGHT (and Drive a Woman Wild).In a
forthright, practical, and lively style, Dr. Keesling provides a series of exercises and techniques for
men to prolong lovemaking regardless of age or experience. There are exercises for the body and
exercises for the mind so that the sensual experience lasts and lasts and lasts! And as with
anything new, the key to success is practice, practice, practice!Written for both the man and his
partner, HOW TO MAKE LOVE ALL NIGHT guides the reader from the basics to advanced
exercises. With anecdotes from several men who have achieved success following Dr. Keesling's
methods, this is a book that can open up a whole new world of pleasure so what do you have to
loseâ€”except sleep? --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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I gave this book and its techniques a really good try, had fun along the way, but ultimately didn't
succeed.I did all the exercises, I practiced assiduously for about two months, I read the book
carefully cover-to-cover at least twice. I had many enjoyable sessions along the way, and the very
idea of striving for multiples turns me on. But try as might, I couldn't achieve multiple climaxes.I first
tried Matak Chia's techniques, which are similar but have a disturbingly quasi-religious aspect.Both
Keesling and Chia have this in common: they imply that if you fail, it's because you didn't try hard
enough, didn't read carefully enough, etc. I've not met anyone who succeeded (how would I?) and if
I did, how could I tell if they were truthful?I'd still recommend the book for the turn-on and the

sensitizing exercises. Just approach with open eyes.

This book isn't the final word on male multiple O's but it teaches some good basic techniques that
work well and can be built upon. (I'm up to 4 and gradually climbing... Who says men peak at 18? )
Warning: The techniques take time and hard work to perfect; however, the payoffs are "climactic"!

First, it is a really fun book. Dr. Keesling has a delightful fun loving style. So, the book is really fun to
read. Then there are some exercises-but, they are not that hard to do- and they are not like learning
to wiggle your ears. Honestly, anyone can do them. Then there are a lot of fun things to do that the
two of you will completely enjoy. And finally, there is a huge pay-off. You can't lose and it makes you
feel like such a stud!If I can do it; anyone can. It will change the way you think of yourself. After thirty
years of marriage we are having the best sex ever.

The entire book is put together so you can take the whole concept and break it down into smaller,
more palatable sections of info. This makes it easy to have small attainable goals that lead up to the
big one! :) All the other men that I know who have read the book and deemed it worthless have
done so in a few short weeks. No results can be achieved until you do the exercises as
recommended, IN THE ORDER recommended. I fell off the horse at first, but once I resumed my
exercises at the pace recommended, my girlfriend started wondering if I was practicing with
someone else. :)

I bought this book about 2 years ago. To be truthful, I was very skeptical but I had heard of this
pehnomenon a couple of times before and decided I wanted to give it a try. The book is clear both in
describing expectations and explaining the exercises and experiences step by step. And here's the
best part: It really works!It really works. I know I said it twice. Beyond being pleased I was thrilled
and surprised by the results I achieved. I readily admit that I had to work very hard. But I wanted to
and it was pleasant work.I appreciate the research that went into this helpful how-to book that pays
great dividends. I still use what I learned and have adapted the techniques to myself. I guess you
can tell I am pleased. I plan to buy more of Barbara Keesling's books.Thanks.

The two skills taught in this book are...(1) Prolonged love making & (2)Multiple orgasms.The most
difficult part is the sections on multiple orgasms without a refractory period. I know by the
testimonies of the wives who visit me (more than by the men who see me) that most women do

enjoy an occasional extended session of sensitive love making that lasts for hours; the extended
love making is the most obtainable part of the book.Even if you don't learn the multiple orgasm
nack, you'll find the book worthwhile for it's tips on prolonged sexual intercourse.The Kegel
exercises are more useful for the multiple orgasm skill but are not as necessary for prolonged love
making. You'll find the positions and mind techniques she offers and some of the exercises will
provide the extended love making.I know a few people who just sat down and started playing piano
at the age of 7 and sounded like others who worked at the art for years. Don't be discouraged by the
need to practice: this book works.--Charles Runels, MDAuthor of "Anytime...for as Long as You
Want: Strength, Genius, Libido, & Erection by Integrative Sex Transmutation (A 15-Day Course for
Men to Improve Life and Sex)"

Even though I found some useful information in this book, it falls into the category of making men
responsible for female orgasm. If we women don't have a lover that's as great as this book tries to
make him, then we are out of luck. It seems we aren't supposed to have orgasms if our boyfriends
aren't proficient lovers. Men don't have to put up with that. They can have orgasms no matter how
lousy a lay their partner.I would recommend instead for guys, and their girlfriends, Five Minutes to
Orgasm Every Time You Make Love. This book empowers women. Some men won't like that, but I
bet most men will like being de-stressed for a while. Not all women want to go all night all the time.
Sometimes she wants to have her orgasm, go to sleep and face a busy day the next day just like
you.
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